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More Gift Ideas for Everyone on Your List—Including YOU
For The Fitness Fan
It’s THE hot item this year – a fitness tracker and this one is by adidas who
knows a bit about gear for getting in shape. Their updated FIT SMART now
features a daily activity tracker.
With the most recent update to the Train & Run app, users can select a
training plan and set daily or weekly goals for steps, distance and calories.
The FIT SMART also provides wrist based heart rate monitoring, real-time
coaching, professional training plans, daily activity tracking, GPS free
distance and speed and stride tracking for running workouts
Cost: $149 with no extra cost for training plans. Syncs workout data with
the adidas Train & Run app. Find out more at adidas.com (they have lots
of tips on their very cool web site). Available online and at adidas stores.

For Peace of Mind
This makes a great gift, but if you’re traveling
over the holidays, maybe gift this item to…
yourself. The Insteon Starter Kit lets you worry
about one less thing on your holiday checklist.
The Insteon Starter Kit includes
two plug-in light dimmers
for existing lamps as well as
the Insteon hub, allowing
remote control of the lights
from any smartphone or
tablet device.

To Welcome in the Holidays
and the New Year
Barefoot Bubbly – now that sounds sooo perfect for Florida! For the New
Year maybe some Barefoot Bubbly Brut Cuvée is in order. Barefoot Bubbly
Brut Cuvée is a dry bubbly that opens with delightful aromas and flavors
of green apples, pears and hints of jasmine. It's lively and vibrant on
the palate with a crisp, lingering finish.  Cost: $10 (750 ml) and is also
available as a 4-pack of 187 ml bottles
There’s also Barefoot Bubbly Pink Moscato ($10 for 750 ml) that is
also available as a 4-pack of 187 ml bottles. Add a sparkling surprise to
your stocking this year. Best served chilled, Barefoot Bubbly Pink Moscato
has aromas and flavors of jasmine and Mandarin orange complemented
by red raspberry, strawberry and pomegranate.
Go to BarefootWine.com for store locations (it looks like it is sold at
Publix and at Total Wine and More).

Whether you forget to
switch off the lights, or if
you want to turn a light,
the Insteon Starter Kit
lends a helping hand with
a no-hassle introduction
into home automation. The
Insteon Starter Kit cost $119.99.
Need more automation to manage your home? Consider the Insteon Assurance
Kit that includes the Insteon Hub, two Insteon Plug-In Lamp Dimmer Modules, an
Insteon Leak Sensor, an Insteon Motion Sensor and an Insteon Open/Close Sensor
to help safeguard your home.
The Insteon Assurance Kit works with the Insteon mobile app on your smartphone
or tablet, so you can receive instant email or text alerts whenever something triggers
a sensor. Now you can track movement throughout your house, know when family
members are home safely or ensure that everything is secure while you’re out of
town. The Insteon Assurance Kit ($199.99)
Insteon products are available in more than 2,500 locations such as Target, Costco
and Walmart. Also, Smarthome.com features the entire Insteon product catalog. For
a full list of Insteon retailers, visit www.insteon.com/where-to-buy.

For the Sweet Treat Lover
G.H. Cretors has a Limited Edition collection of seasonal popcorns
including Orchard Apple Caramel Corn, Pumpkin Spice Caramel
Corn and Double Chocolate Caramel Corn. They’re made in copper
kettles with all-natural, non-GMO ingredients like cane sugar, brown
rice syrup (a non-GMO alternative to corn syrup with a lower glycemic
impact) and butter which are all are heated over a flame to develop a
rich, complex flavor. Freshly popped popcorn is then hand-mixed with
the caramel to ensure each kernel is coated with buttery caramel.
The Limited Edition flavors are completely free of artificial colors,
flavors, and preservatives and are gluten-free and kosher.
The Orchard Apple Caramel Corn is sweet and tart, combining caramel
corn with large slices and chunks of real Granny Smith and Fuji apples.
Double Chocolate Caramel Corn is decadent and indulgent, made
with white and dark chocolate, whole almonds, and whole cashews.
Reminiscent of a pumpkin pie, Pumpkin Spice Caramel Corn is made with
real pumpkin, whole pumpkin seeds, large walnut pieces, and an autumninspired spice blend of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and cloves.
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The goodies come in 8-ounce bags ($5.99) and are sold in natural food
and mainstream grocery stores through the end of December. For more
information, visit www.ghcretors.com. They’re available at Publix, Whole
Foods, Richard’s Fresh Market and SuperTarget.
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For the Chef
Here’s a great stocking stuffer for the gourmet chef on your list. The
Microplane Garlic Cutter transforms peeled garlic cloves into uniformly
cut, delicate strands within seconds - all with minimal hand contact, effort,
or mess. Unlike a garlic press, which crushes cloves into a paste, the Garlic
Cutter produces finely textured garlic pieces that retain all of their natural
oils for optimum flavor in all food tasks, such as sautéing vegetables, or
making vinaigrettes.
Sporting a modern square shape with rounded edges, the Garlic Cutter's
diminutive, space-saving dimensions belie the small tool's ability to
accommodate up to three cloves of garlic at a time. Within seconds, the
precisely grated garlic falls into the transparent lower chamber, which is
easy to view and keeps cutting boards and plates mess-free.
To avoid waste, and help speed cleaning, a removable scraper is integrated
into the bottom of the lid for scraping the bottom of the blade, as well as
scooping prepped garlic out of the container. Priced at $14.95, the Garlic
Cutter is top rackdishwasher safe.
Comes in two colors: Black and Red and are available at stores nationwide.
The Garlic Cutter in Red is sold exclusively at Sur La Table. For more
information, visit www.microplane.com.

For the Friend
who Loves to Entertain
In Florida we can entertain nearly year round
and we often do so poolside. But glass is a
no-no but plastic is often…plastic looking.
PubWARE offers unbreakable tulip, pint, rocks,
and stemless wine glasses from SymGLASS
that look and feel like real glass, but won’t
crack, discolor, haze or cloud like cups made
from acrylic or polycarbonate.
Designed for both commercial and residential
use, PubWARE can withstand the harshest
of conditions, but still look elegant enough
for use in home dining rooms, wineries and
restaurants. PubWARE is BPA-free, dishwashersafe and microwave-safe.
Made using a new proprietary molding
process, PubWARE’s Stemless Wine Glasses (12
oz.) are comfortable in the hand, perfect for
enjoying a red wine or keeping a chardonnay
chilled longer. A set of four stemless wine
glasses retails for $49.99.
The unbreakable Pubware is also available in
Tulip (20 oz.), Pint (16 oz.) and Old Fashioned
(10 oz.) sizes. For more information about the
new PubWARE line, visit www.pubware.com.

Cool Toys Dept.
Love fizzy water but hate
having to buy it all the time?
SodaStream Power is an
automatic sparkling water
maker that makes it easy to
carbonate water with touch
button activation as well as
quick snap-lock bottle insertion.
Designed by Yves Béhar, the
SodaStream Power Powered by a
CO2 carbonator and allows you
to turn tap water into sparkling
water in an instant. You can
create your own sparkling drinks
by adjusting the fizziness and
flavor level to your personal
taste. Try one of their Sparkling
Drink Mixes, or create your
own flavor. Cost $149.99 which
includes Power Sparkling Water
Maker, a CO2 Carbonator, a
Carbonating Bottle with Metal
Accent and a Power Adapter.

For the Turntable Fan
Crosley Cruiser
Turntable Chalkboard
edition looks old,
but came out this
year. Let your inner
creative spin wild on
the Crosley Cruiser
with chalkboard
finish. Scribble,
doodle or write your
favorite lyrics on this
three-speed portable
turntable featuring
built-in stereo speakers, RCA outputs
and headphone jack.
Whether you’re rocking or writing,
bring together a little old school and
new cool with this customizable Cruiser.
Includes Chalk and Eraser. $99.99 at
AlwaysFits.com.
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